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ABSTRACT: We describe a stochastic economic environment in which the mix of

money and trade credit used as means of payment is endogenous. The economy

has an infinite horizon, spatial separation and a credit-related transaction
cost, but no capital. We find that the equilibrium prices of arbitrary

contingent claims to future currency differ from those from one-good cash-in-

advance models - This anomaly is directly related to the endogeneity of the

mix of media of exchange used. In particular, nominal interest rates affect
the risk-free real rate of return. The model also has implications for some

long-standing issues in monetary policy and for time series analysis using
money and trade credit.
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I. Introduction

This paper studies economies in which the use of money and trade credit

as means of payment is endogenous and can vary in response to both real and

policy shocks. It extends the standard cash-in-advance model by allowing

agents to choose which goods to purchase with money and which with trade

credit. Clower called for this type of extension in 1971:

To come to grips with any practical problem, we clearly must be
willing to contemplate more realistic situations in which money
consists of currency, demand deposits, and trade credit--the last

item being especially important since it is used as means of payment
in virtually all business transactions.

In the third quarter of 1990, all U.S. manufacturing fins’ accounts receiv-

able totalled $369 billion, or 39 percent of total current assets, while

accounts payable were $189 billion, or 30 percent of total liabilities)

In our model economies with multiple means of payment, fluctuations in

the opportunity cost of money will alter the mix of exchange media used. The

equilibrium mix depends on the relative costs of cash (i.e. fiat currency) and

trade credit. Cash use results in no real resource costs but an opportunity

cost of foregone interest when the nominal interest rate is positive. In con-

trast, trade credit use permits individuals to avoid the opportunity cost of

holding cash but instead imposes a real resource cost. Individuals balance

the resource cost of trade credit against the opportunity cost of cash at the

margin to determine the use of both transaction media.

Like most models of multiple means of payment, the model used here is a

derivative of that in Lucas and Stokey’s (1983) paper. In their paper, they

allow for two types of consumption goods: “cash goods,” which must be pur-

chased with currency, and “credit goods,” for which securities can be issued.

Although the model generally has a positive opportunity cost associated with

currency usage, it assumes costless trade credit. In contrast., the model here
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generalizes Lucas and Stokey’s work by formally specifying the transaction

costs associated with trade credit and endogenizing the choice of payment

methods.

Because it formally incorporates transaction costs, this model generates

asset-pricing anomalies not present in norimonetary models or in one-good cash-

in-advance models. In particular, expressions for the equilibrium prices of

state-contingent claims in securities markets contain terms for the average

cost (the sum of resource and opportunity costs) of monetary and trade credit

exchange at different dates, and these terms vary directly with nominal inter-

est rates. An increase in the current nominal interest rate, for example,

raises the opportunity cost of a cash purchase by the same amount, but the

average resource cost of a trade credit purchase increases less. Conse-

quently, the average transaction cost associated with cash and credit use

varies less than one-for-one with the nominal rate. Thus, real returns are

determined in part by the path of nominal interest rates, and the usual

Fisherian independence of real from nominal returns fails to hold.

The asset-pricing anomalies identified here are related to those dis-

played by Townsend (1987). In Townsend’s model, as in Lucas and Stokey

(1983), the asset-pricing formula takes the standard form when written in

terms of the marginal utility of the “cash good.” In contrast, the separabil-

ity of intratemporal preferences in our model allows us to find asset-pricing

formula expressed in terms of the marginal utility of a composite consumption

good. This is important because empirical tests of asset-pricing formulas

have used measures of consumption that include both cash and credit purchases

(see e.g. Singleton (1990)). Moreover, the anomaly we describe here would

appear, albeit in a simpler form, in the models of Townsend and Lucas and
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Stokey if the assumptions necessary to aggregate intratemporal consumption

over cash and credit goods were made.2

In our model transaction costs associated with trade credit purchases

increase with a shopper’s distance from home, as in Schreft (1987). This is

perhaps the simplest way of endogenizing the choice between cash and trade

credit purchases. However, asset-pricing anomalies like those found here are

likely to be present in any model with a nontrivial trade-off between currency

and trade credit in exchange. To focus on the substitution between the use of

cash and credit in exchange, we assume that preferences are Leontieff across

goods at a given date, effectively requiring that they be consumed in equal

amounts. This allows a particularly simple aggregation over consumption of

goods within periods. Our results would carry over to environments with more

general preferences that allow substitution among consumption of different

goods as well as substitution in the means of payment, although deriving the

results in such environments would be considerably more complex.

Because payment system use is endogenous in our model, our results have

serious empirical implications. Ramey (1988) has suggested that time series

observations on money, trade credit, output and nominal interest rates might

allow us to disentangle real versus monetary sources of business cycle shocks.

Our model provides a microfoundation for her work in that money and trade

credit respond in the same direction to real shocks, but in opposite direc-

tions to policy shocks. However, our research shows that a stringent, and

implausible, identifying assumption is needed to obtain this result: monetary

policy must make nominal interest rates independent of all current and past

real disturbances.

Moreover, the implications of the availability of money substitutes like

trade credit go beyond asset-pricing anomalies. This paper illustrates the
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impact of money substitutes on the monetary authority’s ability to control the

money base and thus the price level and nominal aN?. The effects of trade

credit use figured prominently into the Radcliffe Committee’s 1959 report on

the workings of the British monetary system. The Committee criticized the

monetarists, as the banking school had criticized the currency school a cen-

tury earlier, for appealing to the quantity theory of money, which postulates

a tight relationship between the money supply and the price level.3 In

keeping with this age-old debate, we examine the response of trade credit use

to a policy shock and find that trade credit weakens the effects of money

growth on interest rates. We also find that trade credit increases the sensi-

tivity of velocity to interest rates. Thus, our work supports the view of the

banking school and Radcliffe report that trade credit use “frustrates” mone-

tary policy and so should be considered by policymakers.

II, The Economic Environment

We study a discrete-time, infinite-horizon economy with many goods and

many agents. Time is indexed by t—l,2 Uncertainty is embodied in a state

vector s~ that evolves according to a first-order Markov process. The contents

of the state vector will be described later.

There is a continuum of locations, arranged in a circle and indexed by

zc10,l}. At each location, there are a large and equal number of households,

each consisting of two agents. Each household is endowed at each date with an

amount of labor time that can be devoted to leisure or to producing a non-

storable good. Households at location z are capable of producing only type-z

good. Each household desires consumption of goods of all types.

Within each period, exchange takes place in two distinct stages. First a

securities market opens at each location. Agents can trade in any securities
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market. Once in the securities markets, they can buy or sell arbirary contin-

gent claims, payable in next period’s securities markets, and buy or redeem

one-period state-contingent goverrunent bonds. Goods cannot be traded at this

time because agents can produce only during the second part of the period and

goods produced in previous periods cannot be stored across periods. After

securities trading concludes, goods production and exchange begin. At this

time, an agent from each household--the “shopper”- -travels around the circle

once, acquiring goods from various locations. The other agent in the house-

hold--the “worker”--stays at home to produce goods and sell them to visiting

shoppers from other locations. Shoppers are unable to carry their home-pro-

duced good with them and thus cannot barter. Sales are made on trade credit

or for cash.

The economy’s assets have the following features. Currency is the usual

portable, durable, infinitely-divisible, counterfeit-proof object. In princi-

ple, any two agents can exchange contingent claims, at any future period in

any location, payable in objects--goods or currency--that are available. Only

two simple claims are necessary, however, to achieve equilibrium allocations:

trade credit and cash loans. Trade credit is a promise, issued by a shopper

in the current period’s goods market, to pay a certain quantity of currency at

the beginning of the next date. Thus trade credit is an alternative to paying

in currency. A cash loan is a promise, issued in one of the current period’s

securities markets, to pay a certain quantity of currency in next period’s

securities market in the same location. Although these two claims are all we

require to construct equilibria, we will, using now standard techniques,

derive expressions for the prices at which arbitrary contingent claims would

sell if they were traded.
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Whenever two agents exchange a contingent claim, a real resource cost of

kDx units of output is incurred, where k is a strictly positive constant, D is

the shortest distance between the two agents’ home locations, and x is the

total real present value of the claim (units of the good purchased in the case

of a trade credit purchase or real balances lent in the case of a cash loan).

Equivalently, this transaction cost could be modelled as a cost of labor time,

as in McCallugi (1983). In what follows, however, it is measured in terms of

foregone output.

The transaction cost can, perhaps, be viewed as the cost of verifying

either the borrower’s identity using the services of a third party (e.g. a

notary or credit-rating agency) or the value of collateral (explicit or

implicit). Such verification might require information-gathering costs that

are related to distance. The proportionality of costs to transaction size

might stem from the greater use of the notary’s services because a more valu-

able contract exposes the seller to greater potential liability or a more

valuable quantity of collateral must be assessed.4

In principle, an agent from one location could attend the securities mar-

kets at other locations and issue claims there. No agents do so in equilib-

rium. The presence of a large and equal number of identical agents at each

location means that the securities markets are identical and perfectly compet-

itive. This, along with the assumption that the transaction cost increases

with distance, implies that optimizing agents only trade securities in the

market at their home location.

Notice that for any given purchase, an agent can choose to use either

cash or trade credit. This contrasts with standard cash-in-advance models.

In those models, a given good is available either for cash or for credit, but

not both, and the choice is given exogenously (see Lucas and Stokey (1983) and
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(1987)). Here, cash purchases involve no transaction costs (only opportunity

costs), and trade credit purchases involve a cost proportional to distance.

Agents compare these costs in choosing whether to use cash or credit; thus,

the division of expenditures between cash and trade credit purchases is

endogenous.

Throughout this paper, we compare our economy with cash and trade credit

to an economy that is identical except that all purchases of goods must be

made using cash. The cash-only economy can be obtained as a special case in

which k, the transaction cost parameter, approaches positive infinity.

To formally specify the model, assume that all households at a given

location are identical. Define c~~(z,s~) as the consumption at date t of type-

z (i.e. location z, where zE[O,l)) good by a representative household with

home location h, given state s~. Each household is endowed with e~units

of labor time at time t. The representative household from location h devotes

~ht units of labor time to production, resulting in n1~units of type-h good. To

capture uncertainty concerning productivity, assume that e~ is random and

thus is one component of the state vector

Household preferences are represented by

~ $~U(W(c~(. ~ (2.1)

where W(ch~(.,s~)) —
2~

Q~)(cht(~t)) U(-,•) is twice continuously differen-

tiable, strictly increasing and strictly concave. We will eventually assume

that U() is logarithmic. Our assumption about W() eliminates substitution

among consumption of goods of various types and allows us to focus attention

on the choice between the use of cash and trade credit. Specifically, if the

opportunity cost of acquiring consumption goods is positive for all goods, as
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is true in all equilibria considered, then households will buy the same amount

of each good. t#Ze have, then, that c~~(z,s~) s c~(s~) for all zc(O,l].5

In each location, perfect competition implies that the cash price of a

unit of goods is identical for all shoppers. Let be the price in fiat cur-

rency of a unit of location h good at date t. My currency that a household

receives from making cash sales must be held until the next period’s securi-

ties markets open. A trade credit sale of one unit of the good to a shopper

whose home location is a distance D away involves a real transaction cost of

lcD units of the good. The interest rate charged on the purchase of one unit

of the good on trade credit must provide the worker with an amount of currency

in next period’s securities market equal to pht(l+kD). the proceeds of selling

l-fko units of the consumption good for cash. Thus a credit shopper from a

location at distance D is charged a gross nominal interest rate l+kD.

From the perspective of a shopper at a distance D from home, the opportu-

nity cost of using cash rather than trade credit to make a purchase is the

cost of borrowing (or the cost in foregone interest of not lending) the cash

in the period t securities market at the net nominal interest rate i~. An

optimizing agent chooses the least costly method of financing a purchase and,

therefore, buys on credit if D satisfies

l+lcD < U-in. (2.2)

Let D represent the distance from home at which a shopper is indifferent

between the use of cash and trade credit at date t. Accordingly,

— mm [i~/lc, 1/2); (2.3)

trade credit is used for purchases at or within a distance of D from home in

either direction, and cash is used elsewhere. If i~ � k/2, all purchases are

made on credit, and none are made with cash. For finite nominal interest
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rates, D; approaches zero as k approaches -fe; i.e. only cash purchases are

made.

At the beginning of each period the state, s~, is revealed to all house-

holds. Because agents at each location are identical each period, we can

focus on a representative household at a representative location and thus drop

the notation for the household’s location. The household begins period t with

units of currency held over from the previous date, b~1 units of nominal one-

period government bonds that mature in period t, and a~..
1

units of outstanding

one-period cash loans. The government bonds and the cash loans both pay a

nominal interest rate i~1. In addition, the household has trade credit

receivables of (1+kD)p ~ from purchases by shoppers with homes a distance U

away, where r~ is the amount of the consumption good sold during the previous

period to each customer (net of real transaction costs) and p1 is the

common cash price of the goods.6 Sales to each customer from location h are

identical because of the symmetry in the economy; thus, c~(s~) —

c~(s~)for all h. Because only shoppers located at or within a distance

in either direction use credit, total trade credit receivable is

twice the integral of (l+kD)p r~1 from 0 to D.1, or (2D.1+kD4)p1r~1.

Similarly, the household’s total trade credit payable is (2D~i+kD~)p~1c~..i,due

in the period t securities market. During securities trading, the household

uses currency to purchase b~government bonds and a~cash loans. The

remaining currency, nit, is held for use in the period t goods markets.

Summarizing then, the household faces the following constraint on the sources

and uses of currency in the securities market:

* *2
÷b~+ a~— m~ + (l-fL~~)(b~1÷a~_1)-
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+ (2D..1+kD~~)pr~_i. (2.4)

In the goods markets, output is sold for cash or trade credit or devoted

to transaction costs. Because t~ is sold to each shopper and transactions

costs of kDr~ are incurred for all shoppers from less than a distance D away, a

total of (2D÷lcDt*z)rt units of output is exhausted on trade credit sales and

associated costs. The remaining output is sold for cash, so the worker

receives [nt~(2D4.kDt*Z)rt)p units of currency during the goods trading session.

The shopper makes a fraction l-2D of purchases using cash; this requires (1-

2D)p units of currency. Thus, the quantity of currency held until the next

period is determined by

— m~+ r~_(2o:÷kD~*z)r~]p~- (l_2D)p~ct. (2.5)

Note that in the cash-only economy (i.e. the economy with k — ÷~),0 — 0 for

all t, simplifying (2.4) and (2.5) significantly.

Currency acquired from goods market cash sales during period t cannot be

used for purchases at date t because these occur simultaneously at spatially

separated locations. The household thus faces an endogenous “cash-in-advance

constraint”:

(l_2D)p~ct � rn~. (2.6)

For the cash-only economy this reduces to its standard form: P~c~� m~.

The government has at the securities market at each location an agent who

conducts open market operations. Identical operations occur in each market.

A positive quantity B~of nominal one-period bonds is outstanding from period t

to period t÷l, bearing interest at rate i~. At date t÷l the maturing obliga-

tion, (l+i~)B~,is funded by a combination of new bond issue, ~ and new money

issue, M~÷1-M~.7There are no government taxes or transfers. Therefore, open

market operations must satisfy the following government budget constraint:
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+ — + (1+i~)B~. (2.7)

For convenience, parameterize policy by assuming that the government randomly

sets — ;/M~1, the inverse of the money growth rate.

The randomnessin the economy is summarized in the state vector s~ that

includes the labor endowment, e~,and the policy variable, x~. The state

is an element of the bounded and strictly positive state space S C

where n>2. The state evolves according to a stationary, first-order Markov

processwith transition function F; for each s~,F(.,s~) is a probability mea-

sure on the Borel sets of S governing ~ We assumethat if g(s~÷j)is a

bounded, continuous, measurable function, then 5g(s~÷1)F(ds~÷1,s~)is a

bounded, continuous, measurablefunction of s~,and that F(.,s~) has sup-

port S for all s~cS.

III. Equilibrium

A stationary symmetric monetary equilibrium is a set of functions (i(s~),

c(s~), n(s~), D*(st)) that govern real variables and relative prices; stochastic

sequencesfor nominal variables, (ph (H) and (B), that dependupon the entire

sequenceof states s~, j—l,2,. . .t, and the initial conditions; and initial con-

ditions M0 and 30(l+i0), such that (i) households maximize expected utility,

(2.1), subject to (2.4)-(2.6), (ii) the governmentbudget constraint, (2.7),

is satisfied, and (iii) the markets for money, bonds, loans and goods clear.

The goods market clearing condition (and feasibility constraint) is

*2
— (l+lcD~ )c~, for all t. (3.1)
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We restrict attention in what follows to equilibria with finite expected util-

ity, strictly positive money supplies, strictly positive and finite price

levels and strictly positive interest rates.

The first order conditions for the household’s problem are

fltlJt(ce-nt) - (2D+kD2)pE~Aj~~1- (x2~+A3~)(l_2o:)P~ — 0 (3.2)

-$U2(c~,e~-n~) + A2~p — 0 (3.3)

+ (l-4-i)E~A1~+1— a (3.4)

(3.5)

+ E~A1~.1� 0, — if nç~.
t
> 0, (3.6)

where ~ Az~and A3~are the (stochastic) multipliers on constraints

(2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), respectively, at date t. E~denotes the expecta-

tions operator, conditional on s~, and U~(c~,e~-n~)is the derivative of IJQ with

respect to its jth argument.

IV. Trade Credit Economies

For now we restrict attention to economies with both cash and trade credit

used in exchange (i.e. economies with finite and positive values of k); later

we will compare them to a cash-only economy in which k is taken to be +c. We

can immediately verify that in equilibrium 0 — ijIc < 1/2. For currency to

be valued, (3.5) and (3,6) must hold with equality. Together with (3.4), they

imply that A1~i~/(l+i~) — A2~i~— A3~. From (3.2) and (3.3), A1~and

are positive, so the sign of A3~depends on the sign of i. Thus, A3~> 0, and

(2.6) holds with equality when the nominal interest rate is positive. With

(2.6) satisfied at equality, mt/p is strictly positive, and thus l-2D >

0.
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Equilibria may be characterized by using the fact that most endogenous

variables can be expressedas functions of the nominal interest rate. Thus,

begin by deriving a stochastic difference equation in i~. Solving this

equation yields the fuxtction i(s) describing the equilibrium behavior of the

interest rate. Given i(s), the behavior of all other endogenousvariables can

be determined.

To derive a stochastic difference equation in i~, use (3.5) to elimi-

nate A~+ A3~from (3.2). This yields

~tjJ1(c~,e~_n~) — ~(i)pA1~, (4.1)

where ~(i~) a [2D:cl+kD:/2) + (l-2D)(l+i~)]/(l+i~) — 1 - (1+i~)k

The term inside the brackets in the definition of ~(i~) is the effective

gross nominal interest rate paid on the purchase of one unit of consumption at

date t, It reflects the fact that a fraction 21D of each unit of consumption

is bought with trade credit at an average gross interest rate of l÷kD/2, and a

fraction 1-2D is bought with cash that instead could have been lent in the

securities markets at gross interest rate t+i~. Thus, the bracketed tern is

the average cost (i.e. the sum of gross transaction costs and opportunity

costs) in terms of date t+1 currency of a unit of goods at t. flit) is the

value of this cost in terms of date t currency; that is, the cost is

discounted at the rate i~. The secondexpression for e4(i) makes use of the

fact that 0 — in/k. ~(i~) is less than one when the net nominal interest rate

is positive, reflecting the fact that some trade credit bears a nominal

interest rate less than i~. It plays a crucial role in the anomalous asset-

pricing formula derived below.
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Equation (4.1) can be combined with the date ti-I version of the same

equation and (3.4) to relate the rate of return on currency to the marginal

rate of intertemporal substitution:

:i. — ~ raU1(ct+t,e~+i-~+i)~+it) (4 2)tL Ui(ct.e~_nt)#(it+i)p~+1

The left side of (4.2) is the value, in units of consumption good at date t,

of one unit of date t currency. Lending that unit of currency provides

(l+i~) units of currency at date t÷l, which has a value of (1+i~)/~(i~÷1)p in

units of consumption good at date ti-I. Thus (4.2) states that the current

real value of money is the expectedvalue of the real return on money loans

weighted by the marginal rate of substitution between current and future

consumption.

Continuing, eliminate Pt using the fact that (2.6) holds with equality

and that the money market clears. Making this substitution and rearranging

yields

(l-2i~/k) ~ r $U1(c~+1, ~ (4 3)
(l+i~)~(i~) tL

We prove the existence of an equilibrium for the special case of

logarithmic utility. Substituting x~1.1for M~/M~÷1,(4.3) becomes

(l-2i/k) -1

(1÷i~)~(i~)— E~[Px~+1(l-2i~+1/k)(#(i~+1))). (4.4)

The left side of (4.4) dependsonly on i~, while the right side dependsonly

on xt÷j and i~4.1. If we substitute i(s) for i~and i(s~+1) for i~÷1,then

(4.4) becomesa functional equation in iQ. Establishing the existence of

equilibrium requires first the proof of the existence of a solution to (4.4).

The proof, which appears in the Appendix, verifies our guess about the sign of

U) and dependson conditions summarized in the following proposition:
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Proposition: If fl~(l÷k/2)’ C E[x~1.1jsj� fl1 for all s~c$,then there is a

unique strictly positive function U) that solves (4.4).

Given the function i(s) that determines the nominal interest rate each

period as a function of the state, the remaining endogenous variables can be

readily calculated. First, D — 0(s) a i(s)/k. Next, combine the first order

conditions (3.2) and (3.3), substituting for D, to get

U (c ,e -nt)

U2(c~,e~-n~)— li-i(s) - (i(s))2/k. (4.5)

Together with the feasibility condition n.~— (l÷(i(s~))2/k)c~, (4.5) can be solved

for c~and n~to obtain the functions c(s) and n(s). Note that the slope of the

feasibility condition differs, in general, from the marginal rate of substitu-

tion in (4.5). The latter reflects the trade-off in the household’s budget

constraint and includes the (intangible) opportunity cost of money balances.

Real money balances are

- (l-2i(s~)/k)c(s~), (4.6)

and real trade credit balances are

— 2i(s)c(s)/k. (4.7)

When utility is not logarithmic, the solution is more tedious to obtain,

First, one solves (4.5) and the feasibility condition to obtain c~and n~as

implicit functions of e~and i~. These are then substituted for c~,n~,c~+1and

in (4.5), yielding, again, a functional equation in iQ. Unlike the loga-

rithmic case, however, the real shocks et and e~÷1appear on the right side of

(43), so that even if money growth is independent of real shocks, the latter

affect the nominal rate.
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V. Cash-Only Economies

In cash-only economies, the equilibrium conditions are more simple. For

any positive finite nominal interest rate, — it/k — 0, and thus all pur-

chases are made using cash. The first order conditions from the household’s

problem are identical to those for trade credit economies, except that (3.2)

can now be written

fllJ1(c~,e~-n~) - (A2~+A3)p — 0. (5.1)

Combining (5.1) with (3.6) and (3.5) yields an equation analogous to (4.2):

1 — E ~ (5 2)
(l+i)p t. U1(c~,e~-n~)p

This is a standard expression for one-goodcash-in-advancemodels. The

endogenous“cash-in-advance constraint” P~ct— m~can be used to eliminate Pt.

Again, specializing to the case of logarithmic utility and substituting x~1 for

;/~çt~(5.2) becomes

(5.3)

A comparison of (5.3) to (4,4) indicates that the nominal interest rate

depends solely on the anticipated real rate of return on money in the cash-

only economy, while anticipated future nominal rates also affect the current

nominal rate in trade credit economies. The equilibrium function for the

nominal interest rate, i(s), can be obtained directly from (5.3):

i(s) — ~ - 1. (5.4)

Given i(s), equilibrium functions for c~ and n~can be obtained exactly as for

economies with trade credit by solving (4.5) and the goods market clearing,

now itt — ce,, simultaneously. This amounts to solving for c~ in

U (c ,e -cI t t t 5.5
U2(c~,e~-c~) t
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As in trade credit economies, unless x~ is serially correlated, unantici-

pated realizations of money growth have no effect other than a strictly pro-

portional change in the price level.

VI. Asset Prices in Securities Markets

In any period’s securities markets agents could, in principle, exchange

any arbitrary contingent claims payable in next period’s securities markets.

These were safely neglected above because the synunetry among households and

locations implies that net demand will be identically equal to zero. Using

now standard techniques, first described in Lucas (1982), one-period-ahead

Arrow-Debreu securities can be introduced, expressions derived for their equi-

librium prices, and the prices used to derive prices for any arbitrary contin-

gent claim. In particular, we can obtain an expression for the real rate of

return in the securities markets. This real rate has an interesting

anomalous form.

Formally, let x(~~+1) be an arbitrary (bounded and measurable) function of

next period’s state, and let q(s) be the price in a securities market in

period t if the current state is s~ of a claim that provides x(s~÷1) units of

currency in the same securities market in period t÷l if the state is s~.

Denote the number of units of this claim purchased by a household by vt. Then

the security market constraint (2.4) can be written

+ b~+ ~~(s~)v~ — m + (l÷i~1)b~_1 +

- (2n:_i+kD:_~)P~_~c~i+ (2D_1+kb~)p~1y~~. (6.1)

In an equilibrium, v~must be zero becausehouseholds are identical. The

resulting first order condition for v~ is
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÷E~x(s~+i)A1~÷1— 0. (6.2)

(Recall that and A1~+1 depend on s~, and s~, respectively.) Substituting from

(4.1) yields

r øPi(ct÷i,e~÷i_t1t+x)~(i)P~x(st+i)•1
q(s~) — EtL u~,~*(i) J . (6.3)

Compare this expression to the asset-pricing formula from monetary models with

costless credit for “credit goods” (e.g. Lucas and Stokey (1987) or Townsend

(1987)). The analogue of the standard formula for our environment is

E PtJ1(c~÷11e~.1-n~÷1)px(s~+1) (6 4
t U1(c~,e~-n~)p ‘ .

where U1() is the marginal utility of the “cash good.” Verification that this

expression is the appropriate asset-pricing formula for the cash-only economy

is straightforward. The difference between (6.3) and (6.4) is the presence of

the term ~(i)/$(i~+1) in the former. Expression (6.4) is also the asset-pricing

formula in one-good cash-in-advancemodels such as Cooley and Hansen (1989).

To understandthe ten involving the function fl), consider a claim,

issued in the period t securities market at a given location, that provides

one unit of the composite consumption good in the same period at the same

location after goods market trading but before consumption takes place.

The price of such a claim would be ~(i)p in our trade credit economies but

would be simply Pt in the cash-only economy (or in the Lucas-Stokey economy

without trade credit costs). Recall that ~(i~) is the average cost of a unit

of consumption, discounted by the factor l+i~, and takes into account the fact

that infrainarginal trade credit (at distances less than D) costs less ‘than the

opportunity cost of currency (the nominal rate). As a result, #(i~) varies

negatively with the nominal rate because average trade credit costs vary less

than the nominal rate.
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The marginal utility in (6.3) is with respect to a composite good, essen-

tially the marginal utility of varying the (identical) consumption of every

good by an identical amount. With more general preferences that allow substi-

tution across goods, the marginal utilities to a given household of various

goods at a given date will be related via their relative transaction costs

based on the household’s location. If preferences still satisfy the necessary

conditions for consumption to be treated as a composite commodity, then some-

thing very much like (6.3) would hold for these more general preferences.

Similarly, aggregating across different consumption goods in the Townsend and

Lucas and Stokey models would yield an asset-pricing formula identical to

(6.3), but with ~(i~) taking a different form. Although ~(i~) would depend on

the nominal interest rate, the dependence would be simpler because of the

absence of trade credit costs from their models.

One interesting implication of (6.3) is that the nominal rate affects the

risk-free real rate of return in the securities markets. The real rate of

return, r~, can be calculated from a contingent claim that yields x(s~+1)—

in all states s~÷1.The result is

1. E r ~~~t(s+i,et+t-~tt+i)$(it) 6 5

‘~
tL U1(c~,e~-n)~(i~÷1) . (

The cash-only economy yields the standard formula for the real rate: the same

expression but without the ~(i~)/*(i~+~) term. Because*(i~) is decreasingin i~,

(6.5) implies that, ceteris paribus, the real rate is increasing in the

nominal rate. Intuitively, an increase in the nominal rate increases the

wedge betweenconsumptionand currency, as would an increase in a proportional

tax on consumption, and ~ goes up for any given (c~,n~). This

effect is not present in standard cash-in-advancemodels.
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Notice that this anomaly is not an artifact of the sequenceof securities

and goods exchange. If agents could meet in their own locations after goods

market trading ends and exchange claims, currency or consumption, identical

allocations and asset-pricing formulas would result.8 The same anomaly, as

well as others, would arise if securities and goods market trading were con-

current, as in Lucas (1990).

VII. Other Properties of Equilibria

In general, the properties of the equilibrium time series of the model

depend on the transition function, F, governing real and policy variables,

and, as in Lucas and Stokey (1987), virtually anything is possible. A few

simple special cases, however, generate sharp results and yield insights into

the economics of the model. First, suppose money growth is an i.i.d. random

variable, independent of the real shocks. In this case the current state con-

tains no information about the distribution of x~+1. The solution to (4.4) is

a constant nominal interest rate, i, that satisfies

— E~[$x~÷1], (7.1)

a simple version of the Fisher equation. Because the nominal rate is con-

stant, the asset-pricing formula is as denoted in (6.4), and because of the

logarithmic preferences, the real rate is ~ Consumptionand employment

are jointly determined by (3.1) and (4.5). Clearly, both c~and n~respond

positively to real shocks. Real money balances and real trade credit out-

standing also respond positively, as can be seen in (4.6) and (4.7). Note,

however, that the ratio of the two is a constant that dependson i.

Now suppose that money growth is independent of current and past real

shocks, so that F(dx’js) is independent of e, but that expected future money

growth fluctuates. Under this condition, real shocks can be eliminated from
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the right side of the functional equation (4.4) becausethey do not help fore-

cast x~+1. This implies that the solution for the nominal rate depends only on

information about future money growth and, thus, is independent of real

shocks. The nominal rate can be viewed, then, as responding to fluctuations

in expected money growth, or, alternatively, as set by policy, with (4.4)

determining future money growth. In the latter case money growth is actually

being constrained by the government budget constraint, as in Leeper’s (1990)

Region II. As is standard in cash-in-advance models, realizations of the

money growth process have a strictly proportional effect on the price level

and have no other effects unless they are correlated with future money growth.

Policy shocks that alter the nominal interest rate have novel real

effects. A policy shock that raises the nominal interest rate causes house-

holds to use trade credit for a larger fraction of their purchases and money

for a smaller fraction. This causes an increase in the share of output

devoted to the real resource costs of trade credit, driving a larger wedge

between employment and consumption in the feasibility condition (3.1). In

addition, the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and leisure- -

the right side of (4.5)--is larger. Given that leisure and consumption are

normal goods, both effects of an increase in i~ cause consumption to

decrease. Thus real money balances unambiguously decrease with increases in

ii,. The effect on employment is ambiguous; the nominal rate has different

effects on the marginal rate of substitution and the slope of the feasibility

condition. The responseof trade credit outstanding to a blip in the nominal

rate is also ambiguous; the higher nominal rate causeshouseholds to substi-

tute trade credit for money balances, but the decline in consumption has an

offsetting effect. However, the ratio of trade credit to money balances

unambiguously falls.
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Policy shocks that affect the nominal rate will have implications for the

real rate that depend on the serial correlation of those shocks. These impli-

cations can be understood by noting that, under logarithmic preferences,

equation (6.5) for the real rate can be written as

~-E r flc~~(i~)1 (72)
l÷r~ ~ L c~+

1~
(i~+

1
)J -

Because c~ and ~(i~) are both decreasing in i~, the right side of (7.2) is

decreasing in i~, unless the correlation between i~and i~÷1is sufficiently

strong and positive. If policy is such that the nominal rate is i.i.d., for

example, policy shocks that increase the nominal rate also increase the real

rate. On the other hand, policy that makes the nominal rate highly persistent

reduces the variation in the real rate. Thus, smoothing nominal interest

rates reduces the distortion in intertemporal choice implied by the

impediments to exchange.

The behavior of velocity depends on how it is calculated. One reasonable

measure is the ratio of nominal expenditures (including both cash and trade

credit goods) to the stock of currency.9 By this measure, velocity is equal

to pc~/In~ — (l-2i~/ky’, which varies positively with the nominal interest rate.

This measure corresponds closely to empirical measures of velocity that fail

to distinguish between cash and credit transactions.10

The case in which money growth fluctuates but is independent of real

shocks produces a striking result: the ratio of trade credit to money bal-

ances varies with policy shocks that affect nominal interest rates, but is

invariant with respect to real shocks. This raises the intriguing possibil-

ity, first proposed by Valerie Ramey (1988), that time series observations on

money, trade credit, output and nominal interest rates might allow the disen-

tangling of real versus monetary sources of business cycle shocks. Her
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approach is to specify a structural model based on the arguments in King and

Plosser (1984) that “inside money’ (equivalently, “credit”) ought to respond

to current and anticipated real shocks rather than to monetary policy. Our

model provides an underpinning for her idea in that money and trade credit

respond in. the same direction to real shocks, but in opposite directions to

policy shocks. Our model also demonstrates, however, that stringent identify-

ing assumptions are required to obtain this result. Specifically, monetary

policy must be independentof all current and past real disturbances because

otherwise current real shocks will help forecast future money growth and thus

will affect current nominal rates. This assumption is quite implausible, as

argued in Lacker (1988, 1990), and makes the interpretation of Ramey’s empiri-

cal results ambiguous. Furthermore, with logarithmic preferences, current and

expected future real shocks in general will affect nominal rates through their

effect on the volume of trade.

VIII. Comparison of Trade Credit and Cash-Only Economies

As noted in Section I, a tight linkage between money and prices is cen-

tral to the quantity theory. The idea that the creation of inside money weak-

ens this linkage is not new; the antibullionists made this argument at the end

of the eighteenth century. The banking school took up the battle cry in its

debate with the currency school in the mid-l800s. More recently, in 1959, the

Radcliffe Committee continued the attack, claiming that the use of money sub-

stitutes such as trade credit interferes with a monetary authority’s ability

to control the monetary base and thus the price level and nominal GNP. (See

Humphrey (1974).)

These arguments suggest comparing the response to a policy shock of a

cash-only economy (one with k—+~) to that of an economy with both cash and
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trade credit used in exchange (one with k positive and finite). Trade credit

attenuates the effect of money growth on the nominal interest rate. Suppose

expected money growth is i.i.d., and consider a policy innovation that raises

the expected growth rate of money (i.e. a downward shift in the distribution

governing x~÷1, the inverse money growth rate). In both trade credit and cash-

only economies, the nominal interest rate is higher because of a higher infla-

tion premium. The response of the nominal interest rate is smaller, however,

the smaller is k, and thus the response is largest in the cash-only

economy. Put another way, in trade credit economies, both the nominal

interest rate and the real rate rise in response to an increase in expected

money growth, while in the cash-only economy only the nominal rate is

affected. The reason is that in trade credit economies the fraction of goods

bought with money, 1-2i~/k, can vary in response to changes in the rate of

return on money. When increases in the latter make market transactions more

costly, the increaseduse of trade credit allows agents to reduce the effect

on current consumption. If monetary policy is thought of as choices of money

growth rates, there is thus a sense in which trade credit “frustrates” the

interest rate effects of policy.

Trade credit increases the sensitivity of velocity to interest rates. In

the cash-only economy, velocity, as measured by the ratio of nominal expendi-

tures to the stock of currency, is always unity, while as noted above, veloc-

fry varies positively with the nominal rate in trade credit economies. The

derivative of velocity with respect to the nominal rate is decreasing in k. A

“tight” monetary policy that raises the current nominal rate has a smaller

effect on the current price level in trade credit economies because velocity

can vary in the opposite direction. Thus, if one thinks of policy innovations

as nominal rate innovations, there is a sense in which trade credit “frus-
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trates” policy by allowing offsetting variations in velocity.” Consequently,

trade credit use, and the use of money substitutes more generally, must be

considered in designing monetary policy.

IX. Conclusion

The relationship between money and credit has been central to the effort

to capture monetary phenomena in well-articulated economic environments. In

this paper, we explored one aspect of this relationship by focusing on the

interaction between money and one particular, though ubiquitous, form of

credit. Our primary finding was that, when the transaction costs associated

with trade credit use are formally modelled, asset-pricing anomalies arise

despite the existence of perfectly competitive and frictionless securities

markets. We are persuaded that this result will obtain in other monetary

model in which payment system usage is costly. Our result suggests more

generally that models with impediments to exchangecarefully specified can

have empirical implications that differ significantly from models of friction-

less environments. This, in turn, suggests that a more rigorous modelling of

the payment system is imperative in future research.
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Appendix

Proof of the Proposition:

Preliminaries. Define a variable ~ by

— l-2i/k — l-2i~c (A 1)

(l+i)~ l+i-i2/k
Solving (A.1) for l+i yields

1 + i — 1 + k/2 + Ø’ - 4i2÷k+k2/4 (A.2)

where we have used the requirement that 0 � i < k/2 to eliminate one

quadratic root. It can be easily verified that * in (A.l) is a strictly

decreasing function of i, and that 0 ~ i C k/2 if and only if 0 C 4’ � I.

Define a function r(4’) by

1 + (l-i-k/2)4’ - 41+(k+k2/4)m2.

I’(4’) is equal to (l-4-i)zfr if l+i is given by (A.2).

Equation (4.4) can be rewritten as

4’(s) .-fflx’r(4’(s’))F(ds’,s), (A.3)

where we write s for s,~, s’ for s~, and x’ for x~+1. Define the function

space $ as the set of continuous, measurable functions 4’:S-(O,l]. Define the

operator A on W as the right side of (A.3), i.e-

(A4’)(s) — fflx’r(4’(s’))F(ds’,s), for seS. (A.4)

We seek a unique fixed point for the operator A, a unique function 4’~ in W

that satisfies 4’ — Ac. Because t is not compact, and A is not necessarily a

contraction, the usual fixed point theorems based on contraction mappings or

compactness do not apply. Instead, we will apply a theorem on monotone opera-

tors to prove the existence of at least one fixed point, and then adapt a

theorem on concave operators to prove uniqueness.
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Existence. We will say that “1b2 ~ 4’,” ~ 4’~(~) � 4’
1

(s) for all seS.

Then (W,>) is a partially ordered set. We prove a set of facts about A and

A:W-~W. It is easily verified that r’:(O,l]—’.(O,t] is continuous,

strictly increasing and that 1’(l) — I. Therefore, A* is bounded, continuous,

measurable, and strictly positive for all ~e1’. It remains to show that (A*)(s)

C I for all scS.

(A4’)(s) — fflx’r(~(s’))F(ds’,s)

� f~x’r’(l)F(ds’ ,s)

— ffix’F(ds’ ,s) ~ 1,

where the last inequality follows from the condition in the proposition that

E~x~+,js~] s 1’. Therefore, P4cW for all 4’eI’.

Define an operator ‘T on (‘1,4’s) to be continuous if for each count-

able chain t~) having a supremum, T4’ — sup tT4’~)~ where rn ~ sup ~#). it is

easy to verify that A is continuous.

Next we show that there exists a function such that A4’0

Define a function a(z,s) by

a(z,s) — j’fix’r(z)F(ds,s)

— sr(z)Etx’~s].

Note that

a(z,s) � $r(z)inf(Efx’Is])

— szr’(i)inf(E[x’IsI),

for some ~c(0,z), by the Mean Value Theorem and the fact that ~(0) —0. The

derivative, r’(z), is continuous and equal to 1+k/2 when z — 0. The condition

of the proposition that E(x~÷,ls~] > p’(1÷k/2~’ implies that pr’ (0)inf(E[rIs])
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> 1. By the continuity of F’(z), there exists a > 0 such that

a(z0,s) � $z0r’(~3)inf{E[x’Is1)

> zo

for some ~0e(0,z0). Setting 4’,~(s) — for all s, implies therefore that Mi0 L

Note finally that for every countable sequence (4’) in the set

(4’I* ~ 4’~), a supremum exists. We have now demonstrated that

(*,>) and A satisfy the conditions of the Tarski-Kantorovich Theorem

(see Dugundji and Granas (1982, p. 15)), which is restated here for reference:

Theorem: Let (W,>) be a partially ordered set, and let A:W-’4 be continu-

ous. Assume that there is a 4’0cW such that (i) M’0 ~ 4’~ and (ii) every countable

sequence in has a supremum. Then the set of fixed points of A is

nonempty. Moreover, f — sup(A”(4’)} is a fixed point, and 4’ is the

supremum of the set of fixed points of A in

Thus we have proven the existence of a fixed point.

Uniqueness. First note that with the sup norm, ‘I’ is a Banach

space. An operator T:W—4 on a Banach space W is concave if (i) for each

nonzero ~�q’, there exists a scalar a>O such that (T4’)(s) � a for all seS, and

(ii) for each 4’cW such that for some a1 > 0, 4’(s) � a1 for all scS,

we have that

(fl4’)(s) .� [1+q(4’,A)]A(T4’)(s) for all seS,

where i(*,~) > 0 and 0 < A < 1.

We now prove that A is a concave operator. (i) Suppose 4’ is

nonzero. Then for each seS, r(4’(s’)) is positive on a set of positive measure.
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Because x’ is strictly positive, it follows that there exists an a > 0 such

that

fflx’r(4’(s’flF(ds’,s) ? a for all 5ES.

(U) Note that r is strictly concave on (0,1]. Suppose that 4’(s) � a for

some a > 0. Then

(AA4’)(s) — fflx’r~4’(s’))F(cts’ ,s)

— Afflx’r(4’(s’flF(ds’,s) + fflx’[r(A4’(s’fl-Ar(Ø(s’))]F(ds’,s)

— (l+~(4’,AflA(A4’)(s),

where

(4’ ~\) — J’px’(r(AØ(s’fl-xr(4’(s’))IF(ds’,s)
J$x’r(4’(s’flF(ds’ ,s)

The strict concavity of I’ implies v7(4’,A) > 0.

We now prove the following Theorem, adapted from Krasnosel’skii and

Zabreiko (1984, Theorem 46.1, p. 290).

Theorem: Let T be a concave monotone operator on ‘P. Then T has at most

one fixed point in ‘P.

Proof: Suppose 4’~ — T4’, and — T*2, 4’~ ~ 4’~’ and, without loss of gen-

erality, 4’~ / 4’~. From (i) of the definition of concave operators, 4’, — T4’, � a.

Because e W, we have ~ 4i~ — T4’2, where 4(s) — 1, for all seS. There-

fore ~ A4’~ for small positive A. Then there is a A0 c (0,1) such that

4’ > A~4’2 and 4’, Z A4’2 for all A > A0. From (ii) of the definition of

concave operators,

(TA04’2)(s) � (l+~(4’2,A0))A0(T4’2)(s) for all scS,

where ,~(4’2,A0) > 0. Then we have
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— T4’, > TAQ4’2 >

—

Thus 4’, > A,4’2 where A1 — (1+q(4’2,A0))A0 > A0, a contradiction.•

Because A is a concave operator on W, it has at most one fixed point

in W, and because we have already proved that A has at least one fixed

point, we know that A has exactly one fixed point. If j(s) is the

unique fixed point, then i(s) can be found by substituting 4’*(~) for 4’

in (A.2).
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Footnotes

1. Data are from the U.S. Commerce Department, Bureau of the Census, Quar-

terly Financial Report for the third quarter of 1990, p. 4.

2. This is also true in McCallum’s (1983) shopping-time model.

3. See Humphrey (1974).

4. Kroncke, Nemmers and Gn,newald (1978, pp. 126-127) describe the informa-

tion gathering activities firms undertake before approving trade credit sales.

5. Any consumption bundle ch~(z,s~) maximizing utility satisfies cb~(z,s~) —

c~(s~) almost everywhere and ch~(z,s~) > c.~(s~) otherwise. Because the set

of z for which this inequality is satisfied is of measure zero, cb~(z,s~) is

assumed, without loss of generality, to equal c~ for all z.

6. Recall, as stated earlier, that we only consider equilibria in which each

good sells for the same cash price. This is common in the cash-in-advance

literature.

7. Government bonds are nonnegotiable and thus cannot perform the same role

as currency in exchange patterns. Issuing negotiable claims backed by bonds

is legally prohibited.
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8. Note that the price of (composite) consumption in this market would be

— #(i~)(l+i~)p. The standard asset-pricing formula would apply in this

market relative to p’; that is, (6.4) would hold with Pt replaced by p’. How-

ever, all observable goods market exchange takes place at p. not at p. Thus

empirical work on asset pricing based on (6.4) arguably employs the

counterpart of p~, not p’.

9. Alternatively, velocity may be defined as the number of times per period

that currency is exchanged directly for consumption. This measure is always

one in our model because all currency is spent on goods each period when the

nominal interest rate is positive. Yet another measure of velocity is nomi-

nal output divided by the currency stock, pn~/m~— (t4-i~2/k)(l-2i~/ky’, which also

varies positively with i~.

10. In our model, all trade credit transactions are eventually settled in

cash. Nevertheless, velocity is altered by trade credit use because the same

currency can be used to settle a cash purchase and a trade credit purchase

made on the same day. For example, A spends one dollar today with B, who then

uses it tomorrow to settle today’s credit transaction with C. In this sense,

currency changes hands more than once per period because it is used to settle

both credit and cash transactions.

11. A “tight” policy that raises the nominal rate is associated with

higher money growth because of the unpleasant arithmetic of the govern-

ment budget constraint. See Leeper (1990) or Sargent and Wallace (1981).
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